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MIKOtAJ WINIEWSKI & MICHAt BILEWICZ 

ARE SURVEYS AND OPINION POLIS 
ALWAYS A VALID TOOL TO ASSESS ANTISEMITISM? 

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS1 

"Antisemitism in Europe on the Rise" (Haaretz, 20.03.2012), "24% of French 
harbor antisemitic attitudes" (JPost, 20.03.2012), "Antisemitism dangerously 
high in Europe, including Poland" (onet.pl, 20.03.2012), "Antisemitism On 
The Rise ln Europe, According To Anti-Defamation League Report" (Huff
ington Post, 21.03.2012). These are some reactions of daily newspapers 
and news websites to an opinion poll published by the Anti-Defamation 
League (ADL) in March 2012. This research report, based on a survey 
study of 5,000 participants in seven European countries, presented mere 
frequencies of attitudes - such as 24% in France, 48% in Poland, 53% in 
Spain. The media anention to the problem shows that these numbers seem 
to be highly informative for the broad public. But how can one judge 
whether 24% is high? Or whether a rise from 20% (in France in 2009) to 
24% Cin 2012) is a large one? 

For a statistically trained social researcher, such enthusiastic reception 
of mere frequencies is indeed surprising. Without any inferential statis
tics, mainstream media elaborate far-reaching conclusions while discussing 
the problem of antisemitism. Knowing the methodological constraints of 
survey studies (the effects of response scale, question wording, pollster 
effect, etc.)2, one can also be skeptical of such "news" indicating levels of 
antisemitism based solely on frequencies of responses to individual ques
tions. We all perceive antisemitism as a severe and important problem -
and we perceive even the lowest numbers of people sharing such atti
tudes as a societal concern. But in order to confront this problem ade
quately, one needs to base interventions and actions on credible estimates 
of the scale of the problem. This is why we believe that it is essential to 
understand the potential methodological limitations of survey research 
on antisemitism. 

Across the social sciences sutv\'!Y methods are used to study attitudes and so-

1 We would like to acknowledge the help of Gabriela Gajewska and Adrian Wójcik 
in performing an experimental study about the pollster effect. This analysis was sup
ported by the public research funcl (BST) at the lnstitute of SociaJ Sciences and by an FNP 
FOCUS grant. We would like to thank to Dr. Michael L. Miller for his thorough proof-reacl
ing of the final version of the text. 

2 Converse, P. E., Traugott, M. W., "Assessing the accuracy of polls and surveys," Science 
234 (1986), pp. 1094-1098.; Smith, T. W., "Actual trends or measurement artifacts? A re
view of three studies of antisemitism; the polls," Pub/ic Opinion Quarterly, 57 0993), 
pp. 380-393., Sutek, A. , "Ordinary Poles look at the Jews," East European Politics and 
Societies, 26 (2012), pp. 425-444 
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cial relations. Sociology,3 anthropology,4 business,5 cross-cultural psychology6 
and many other disciplines make an effort to refine this methodology in order 
to obtain valid and reliable results. It is worth noting that the importance of 
assessing all relevant aspects of the methodology is not the sole responsibility 
of the researcher conducting the study, but also of those researchers who read 
the resulrs and eventually incorporate them in their subsequent work. This is 
essential and sometimes problematic in interdisciplinary studies, like most 
research on antisemitism. Scholars interested in antisemitism use concepts and 
expertise developed in other disciplines. Historians often use psychological 
and sociological concepts in order to explain certain events, while psychologists 
or sociologists use historical analyses to provide context for their research. 

ln this paper, we will review and analyze the key methodological consid
erations related to studying antisemitic attitudes and point out some common 
pitfalJs. First, we will review several important aspects of survey construction, 
data collection and interpretation. Then, we will discuss its influences on 
the results and the possible problems with inferences from such data. We 
will il!ustrate the methodologica1 aspects using several surveys on anti
semitism and attitudes toward Jews conducted in Poland and other countries. 

There is a large body of literature dealing with different aspects of survey 
design and more specifically, with the biases and errors in survey method
ology. These include Stanley Payne's classic work, Tbe Art of Asking Ques
tions,7 works by Philip Converse,8 as well as the psychological and pragmatic 
approach to surveys developed by Norbert Schwarz.9 Ali of these works rec
ommend caution when interpreting the results of opinion polls. There are 
several sources of uncontrolled variability in surveys - especially in those that 
deal with politically sensitive issues, such as antisemitism. 

Framing Questions 

One of the most ím portant aspects to constructing and interpreting the re
sults of the survey question is the wording of a question and its response 

3 Babbie, E, 7be basics oj social research (Bdmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing 2002) 
4 Bemard, H. R., Research Methods in Anthropology: Qualitative and Quantitative 

Approaches (5th ed.) (Plymouth: AltaMira Press 2011) 
5 Cavana, R.Y., Delayahe, B.L. and Sekaran, U., Applied Business Research: Qualitative 

ancl Quantitative Methods (Wiley, Milton, Qld. 2001) 
6 Harkness, J. A. , & Van de Vijver, F. J. R., Mohler, P. P. , Cross-cultural survey methods. 

(New York: John Wiley 2003) 
7 Payne. S. L., 7be art of asking questions. (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1951) 
8 Converse, Traugott, "Assessing the accuracy"; Converse, J. M. , Presser, S. Survey 

questions: Handcrafting the standardized questionnaire (Newbury Park, CA: Sage 1986) 
9 Schwarz, N., Hippler, J., Deutsch, B., & Strack, F. , "Response scales: Effects of cate

gory range on reported behavior and comparative judgments," Public Opinion Quarter/y 
49(1985), pp. 388-385.; Schwarz, N., "Self-reports: How the questions shape the answers," 
American Psychologist 54 0999), pp. 93-105 
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scale. ln their manual for constructing survey questions, Converse and 
presser10 note that ín some cases small wording changes yield entirely dif
ferent outcomes, while substantial wording changes can sometimes have no 
discernable effect. One famous example is an American survey ín which 
participants were asked "Do you think the United States should forbid pub
Jic speeches against democracy?" or "Do you think that the United States 
should allow public speeches against democracy?". While about 50% of the 
respondents agreed that such public speeches should be "forbidden," about 
75% disagreed and thought they should be permitted.11 Similar effects can 
be observed ín questions measuring antisemitism, as the wording ín such 
questions might lead to completely different understandings of the problem 
among participants. 

How wording affects responses: the case of deicide 

Wording of questions has a noticeable irnpact on responses to opinion polls 
and surveys. We will look at the example of antisemitism surveys conducted 
in Poland, where different polling agencies and different research teams re
ceived surprisingly different results. We suppose that the wording of the 
questions contributed to the striking differences of results. 

The Anti-Defamation League runs a cross-national program monitoring 
antisemitism in several European countries, including Poland (see figure 1). 
One of the questions asked ín the survey concerns the perception of Jews 
as responsible for the death of Christ, a central tenet of traditional religious 
antisemitism. Four recent ADL surveys12 show that such accusations are at 
least twice as frequent ín Poland as in samples collected in other European 
countries. 

Three possible (and most likely correlated) reasons explain this discre
pancy. First, in Poland the norms regarding critical or overly generalized sta
tements concerning other nations are not strongly enforced - in Eastern 
Europe such desirability norms are much weaker than in the West. 13 Second, 
responses to such question are strongly influenced by religious education 

10 Converse, Presser, Siuvey qw;stions 
11 Bertrand, M., Mullainathan, S., "Do People Mean What They Say? Implications for 

Subjective Survey Dara," American Economic Review 91 (2001), pp. 67-72 
12 ADL, Attiltldes Towardjews in Twelve European Countries (2005), retrieved from 

hnp:/ /www.adl.org/anti_semitism/ european_attitudes_may _2005.pdf; ADL, Altitudes 
Toward Jews and the Middle East in Five European Countries (2007), retrieved from 
http://www.adl.org/anti_semitism/European_Attitudes_Survey _May _2007 .pdf; ADL, Attitudes 
Towardjews in Seven European Countries (2009), retrieved from http://www.adl.org/ 
Public%20ADL%20Anti-Semitism%20Presentation%20February%202009%20_3_.pdf; 
ADL, Attitudes Toward Jews ln Ten European Countries (2012), retrieved from 
http://archive.adl.org/ Anti_semitism/ adl_anti-semitism_presenta tion_february _2012. pdf 

13 Bilewicz, M. , "Traditional prejudice remains outside of the WEIRD world," Behav
ioral and Brain Sciences 35 (2012), pp. 427-428. 
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within the Catholic Church. The claim of Jewish responsibility appears fre
quently in the New Testament (e.g. Acts 2:23, 36; 3:13, 14'. Mark 15,11), in 
Church readings and in many otl1er writings. It is worth notmg that the post
Vatican II catechism of the Catholic Church explicitly states that collective guilt 
cannot be attributed to me Jews as a whole. 14 Finally, tl1e exact, literally trans
lated question might be understood by some participants as a straightforward 
question about the nationality of mose responsible for the death of Christ. 

Survey studies give solid support to our doubts about the wording of ques
tions. ln the four surveys conducted by the ADL, the results from the Polish 
sample differ from the other samples only with regard to this question. ln sev
eral other surveys conducted in Poland that measured the sarne construct -
but used slightly different question wording - the results were completely 
different. ln the Polish Prejudice Survey15 we used a similar question but witl1 
more specific wording, asking participants whether they perceive contem
porary Jews as responsible for the death of Jesus. The study was conducted 
in the same year as the ADL study and the results were dramatically different 
(figure 1). A similar question was also used to capture traditional religious 
antisernitism in three different surveys conducted between 1992 and 2010 by 
sociologists Ireneusz Krzerni.tíski16 and Marek Kucia. 17 Participants were asked 

50% 

RI 
1992 2002 2005d 2007b 2009b 2009a 2010 2012 

■ The Jews are 
responsible for the 
death of Christ 

(AGREE) 

□ Do the modern 
Jewsbear 
responsibilityfor 
the crucifixion of 

Jesus Christ? 
(AGREE) 

■ God punishes Jews 
for the death of 
Christ (AGREE) 

Figure 1. Comparison of the scale of tr.iditional antisemitism in Poland: 
surveys using different phrasing of questions to measure this phenomenon. 

14 Catechism of the Catholic Church. (New York: Image/ Doubleday (1995) [Engl ishD, 
(Pozna: PALLOTilNUM 1992 [Polishl) 

15 PPS IPolish Prejudice Surveyl, Unpublished Raw Data, (Warsaw: Univ- of Warsaw, 
Center for Research on Prejudice 2009) 

16 Krzemióski, l. , "Antisemitism ín LOday's Poland," Patterns of Prejudice 27 (1993), pp. 
127-135; idem, "Polish-Jewish relations, antisemitism and national identity," Polish Sociolog 
Review 173 (2002), pp. 25-51 

17 OBOP, Antysemityzm w Polsce A.D. 2010 [Antisemitism ln Poland A.D. 2010], (Warsaw: 
Unpublished report K. 021/ 10, 2010) 
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if they thínk thatJews were punished by God for killing Jesus. This question 
is a bit problematic because it is to some extent "double-barreled" (asking 
about two concepts at once) and it might exclude those respondents who 
agree that Jews are responsible for the death of Christ but do not think that 
God punished them. Both of these questions (Polish Prejudice Survey aod 
the studies by Krzemióski and Kucia) captured theoretical assumptions of tra
ditional antisemitism and yielded similar results. At the same time the results 
of these studies were strikingly different from those obtaíned by the ADL 
studies (see figure 1). This shows how wordíng can bias estimates of tradi
tional antisemitism ín any given population. 

'Jews" vs. 'Jewish people" 

Responses to questioonaires and su1veys can be biased not only by the con
tent of questions, but also by such a seemingly negligible issue as gram
matical forms. Authors of the linguistic category model18 propose that more 
abstract grammatical categories - such as adjectives or stative verbs - refer 
to qualities and stable emotional states, w hile more concrete categories 
(e.g. descriptive action verbs) are generally neutral and refer only to 
physically ínvariant features of one concrete action. This means that by usíng 
different grammatical forms to describe the same event, one may índuce dif
ferent psychological impressions. 

A more recent work by Andrea Camaghi and colleagues19 found that usíng 
nouns instead of adjectives can lead to more stereotypical perceptions. ln a 
line of experimental studies Graf, Bilewicz, Finell and Geschke20 showed 
that those who are exposed to nouns when describing someone's ethnicity 
("Pole," "Dane," "Frenchman") express more bias than those who are exposed 
to adjectives ('·Polish man," "Danish person," "French citizen"). 

O11e of these studies focused 011 the i11fluence of grammatical categories 
011 responses ín antisemitism suiveys. We presented respondents (979 Polish 
participants, nation-wide representative sample) with the question whether 
they would agree that "Jews who were owners of property ín pre-war Poland 
should receive back their real estate?" or that "Jewish owners of property in 
pre-war Poland should receive back their real estate?" Next, they responded 
to same question about Polish pwners (vs. owners who are Poles) of pre-war 

18 Sernin, G. R., Fiedler, K., "The cognitive functions of linguistic categories in de
scribing persons: Social cognition and language," Journal of Persona/ily and Social Psy
chology 54 (1988), pp. 558-568; Scmin, G. R., "Cognition, language. and communication," 
in Social and cognilive psychological approaches to inte1personal communication, eds. 
S. R. Fussell and R. J. Kreuz (Hillsclale, NJ: Laurence Erlbaum 1998), pp. 229-257 

19 Camaghi, A., Maass, A. Gresta, S., Bianchi, M., Cadinu, M., Arcuri, L., "Nomina sunt 
omina: On the inducrive potencia! of nouns and acljectives in person perception," Journal 
of Personality and Social Psychology 94 (2008), pp. 839-859 

20 Graf, S., Bilewicz, M., Finell, E., Geschke D., "Nouns cut slices: Effects of linguistic 
forms on intergroup bias," Journal of Language and Social Psycbology 32 (2013), pp. 62--83 
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real estate. We found that just by using the noun in a questionnaire we could 
significantly change the pattern of results - and participants ~xp~essed higher 
bias when responding to questions using nouns instead of adiect.1.v~s-1:he per
centages of responses to the question about Jews are presented m f1gure 2. 

80% l 
70% 

60% 

50% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 
g •.• oi4u,10 .. , 

Disagree Undecided 

fa.~,.~ 
Agree 

■ Jewish owners 
(adjective) 

D Jew-owners 
(noun) 

Figure 2. Frequencies of responses to the question: "Would you agree thal 
Jewsl]ewish owners of the property in pre-war Poland, should receive back their 
real eslate?" as a funclion of linguistic form used to described Jewish ethnicity.21 

This study shows that even a very subtle grammatical shift in the question 
might significantly, although not very strongly, affect responses in antisemitism 
surveys. This gives even further evidence that a greater focus on percentages 
- without careful insight into the methodology of a study - hardly provides any 
information about the factual situation of attitudes toward Jews. 

Quality of questions 

Probably least interesting from the theoretical point of view, yet quite important 
for the inferential potential of survey responses, is the issue of the general quality 
of the survey questions. It is crucial due to the fact that research on antisemitism 
is not the exclusive domain of social scientists, but often public opinion polls 
about antisemitism are conducted or ordered by other participants of public de
bate, such as politicians, NGOs, public institutions or media who do not pay suf
ficient attention to methodological accuracy. For example in 1992, 19% and 2002,22 

21 Graf, "Nouns cut slices" 
22 Most of the cited results are írom survey studies on national represenlative samples 

of 1,000 or more Poles. The ADL surveys were conducted on 500 representative samples. 
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three nationwide su1veys on representative samples in Poland were conducted, 
including several questions about traditional antisemitic (anti-Judaic) beliefs. 
One of the questions was framed as follows: "Do you agree or disagree with 
the statement that Jews deserve their fate?" The question is so unspecified that 
it is impossible to infer any specific traditional anti-Judaic attitudes from it. ln 
the 2002 survey, this question was asked w ith a more narrow focus ("Is Jew
ish suffering a punishment for the death of Christ?") and it turned out that the 
congruence of those t'No questions was only about 50% even though both 
questions were supposed to measure the same theoretical construct. 

Response scale 

Part of the problem with interpreting percentages of respondents choosing 
one of the answers is response scale. Depending on the wording of the 
question (the scale should be logically related to the question) and purpose 
of the question (is it part of a scale consisting of several items or a single item 
question?), different types of response scales are used in research on anti
semitism. Even if t'No questions from t'No different surveys use exactly the 
same wording, but their response scales have different formats , the results 
in each of the surveys might be significantly different.23 

Agreement rating vs forced choice questions: 7be case of 'Jewish injluence" 

ln several surveys in Poland, a similar set of questions were asked about the 
influence of Jews in different areas of life. The theoretical assumption behind 
the questions was based on the concept of modern antisemitism and con
spiracy-based antisemitism theory.24 

ln t'No surveys conducted in Poland by sociologist Antoni SulekL5 the 
question about '']ewish influence" had a forced-choice format; participants 
were asked to select 'too small ', 'appropriate' or 'too big'. ln surveys con
ducted in the same years by Krzemiriski and the CBOS Institute26 the ques
tion had an 'agree'-'disagree' scale format, referring to Jewish influence on 
politics, the economy and the media in Poland. Any direct statistical com
parison of these surveys is i~possible because of the different response 
format and question target. (ln Sulek's studies there is one general ques-

23 Schwarz, et. al. , "Response scales" 
24 Cohn, N., Warrantfor genocide: Ibe myth of thejewish world conspiracy and the 

Protocol of the Elders of Zion (New York and Evanston, Ili: Harper & Row 1967); 
Krzemirí.ski, "Antisemitism in today's Poland", "Po lish-Jewish relations"; Kofta, M., S dek, 
G. , "Conspiracy stereotypes of Jews during systemic transformation in Poland," lnterna
tionaljournal of Socíology, 35 (2005), pp. 4(}-64 

25 See: Sulek, "Ordinary Poles", pp. 425-444 
26 Krzemirí.ski, "Polish-Jewish relations" 
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tion about the influence of Jews in Poland, while in the studies by Krze
miríski and CBOS, there is an average of three questions about excessive in
fluence on politics, the media and the economy). At the same time, the 
frequency of positive responses in these studies is strikingly different and 
could lead researchers to completely different assessments of the dynam
ics of attitude change in Polish society (see figure 3). 

One possible explanation for the difference is the format of the response 
scale. Several studies show that people have a tendency to give more posi
tive responses in an 'agree' - 'disagree' response format than in other for
mats27 and the outcome is usually more related to formai education level.28 

This phenomenon could be explained in terms of confirmation bias,29 the 
tendency to seek or interpret information in line with existing beliefs, expec
tations, or hypotheses. It is important to note that this issue does not influence 
the validity of questions employing an 'agree'-'disagree' response scale in 
terms of their relations with other constructs, although the inferences one 
can make while analyzing simple distributions of answers is quite limited. 

45% 

40% 
■What lnfluencedo 

35% 
Jews who live in 
Poland have on the 

30% 
affairsof our country 
- too blg, too small, 
or as they should? 

25% (TOOBIG) 

20% 143%1 

132%! 
□ Do you agree or 

15% disagree with the 
statement that Jews 

10% in our country have 
excessive influence 

5% on politics/ economy 
/ media (AGREE) 

0% 

2002 2010 

Figure 3. Comparison of two similar questions about Jewish influence 
in studies performed in Poland by Sul:ek30 and Krzcmióski and CBOS.31 

27 Lenski, G. E. , Leggett, J. C., "Caste, class, and deference in the research interview," 
American Journal of Sociology 65 (1960), pp. 463-467 

28 Schuman & Presser, Questions and answers in attitude su rveys (New York: Academic 
Press 1981) 

29 Nickerson, R.S., "Confirmation Bias: A ubiquitous phenomenon in many guises," 
Review of General Psychology 2 0998), pp. 175-220 

30 Sulek, "Ordinary Poles" 
31 Krzemiriski, "Polish-Jewish relations" 
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Using dif.ferent scales: Tbe case of "attitudes toward Jews" 

Besides the character of a response scale, the range of the scale can also 
bave a substantial impact on the results.32 Two public opinion institutes ín 
Poland monitor attitudes of Poles toward other nations. The OBOP ran its 
program from 1975 to 1993 and CBOS has run its program from 1993 to the 
present. Both projects are based on large representative samples and use an 
almost identical methodology. Participants are provided with a list of several 
nationalities and are asked to indicate their attitudes toward these groups. 
The only difference is the answer scale. ln OBOP studies, participants could 
select from 'like', 'dislike' or 'indifferent', whereas in CBOS studies, participants 
were given a much broader seven-point scale, where -3 indicated 'dislike', 
O 'neutral / indifference' and 3 'like'. The striking difference in distributions 
can be seen in studies from one year 0993), when both polling institutes 
conducted studies (see figure 4). Additionally, it is worth comparing these re
sults with data from previous studies conducted by OBOP and a subsequent 
study conducted by CBOS, which show that this difference is not coinci
dental. They also show that the difference is clearly related to the different 
methodologies and not to a change of attitudes in the general population.33 

This phenomenon is well known in survey methodology. Response 
scales serve participants with information about "usual" and "expected" re
sponses to a given scale - by locating them in the rniddle.34 The category 

70% 
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50% 

40% 
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20% 

10% 

Percentage of respondents liking/ feeling indifferent / disliking 
Jews 

□ liking 

■ indifference 

■ disliking 

1992 OBOP 1993.06-CBOS 1993.10-OBOP 1994 CBOS 

Figure 4: The attitudes towards Jews as measured by two Polish polling 
institutes (OBOP and CBOS) that use response scales of different ranges. 

32 Schwarz, N., "Self-reports: How the questions shape the answers," American Psychol
ogist 54 0999), pp. 93-105 

33 as suggested by Sulek, "Ordinary Poles" 
34 Payne, The art of asking quesfions 
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range (whether it is broad or narrow) has a significant effect on re
sponses - even with regard to behavioral declarations, such as TV watch
ing or leisure time satisfaction.35 When it comes to numbered choices, 
another widely known bias is opting for the first of the multiple choices 
offered in the questionnaire.36 

The response scale serves as a reference for making one's own decisions. 
Participants decide about their attitudes toward Jews in contrast to the rest 
of the population, and the response scale range informs them indirectly 
about the attitude distribution and severity of attitudes toward Jews in their 
population. 

Open-ended vs. multiple choice Jormatting: Insights /rom Antoni SulekF 

A classical study on methodological aspects of research on stereotypes sug
gests that the type of question used to measure stereotype influences the 
answers. Ehrlich and Rinehart38 showed that large discrepancies arise when 
researchers use an open-ended vs. close-ended response format. Different 
traits are ascribed to the same groups and there is a significant difference 
in consistency of these ascriptions depending on the format. 

When interpreting opinion poll results, we are generally interested in the 
broad implications of the theoretical constructs behind the questions. If 
we ask about the percentage of the population agreeing to the statement 
of excessive influence of Jews, we are interested in the size of the group 
sharing antisemitic attitudes. We also want to know whether the group is 
aggressive or violent and whether or not members of the Jewish commu
nity can feel safe. 

Antoni Sulek conducted two very interesting surveys on antisemitism 
in 2002 and 2010, showing that the response format can significantly alter 
people's inferences.39 In the survey, three different types of questions were 
asked concerning excessive influence of Jews on the country's affairs. 
The first question had an open-ended response format, without pointing 
out any groups of people that might hold such influence. The second ques
tion was also open-ended, but its response format was narrowed to mi
nority groups. The third question had á forced-selection response format, 
in which participants were directly asked about Jews and their influence 
(see figure 5). 

35 Schwarz, et. al. , "Response scales" 
36 Carp, F.M., "Position effects on interview responses," journal of Gerontology 29 

(1974),.pp. 581-587; Quinn, S. B., Belson, W. A., The effects of reversing the order of 
presentation of verbal rating scales ín survey interviews. (London: Survey Research 
Center 1969) 

37 Su!ek, "Ordinary Poles" 
38 Ehrlich, H., Rinehart, J., "A brief report on the methodology of stereotype research," 

Social Forces 43 (1965), pp. 564-575 
39 Su!ek, "Ordinary Poles" 
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Graph 5: Polish participants' responses ro the question about excessive 
influence of Jews using different response formats40 

The difference in responses between the two open-ended questions shows 
that by focusing on a type of group (minority group vs. any group), the per
centage of people declaring thatJews are too iníluential as a group changes 
dramatically. Finally, the direct question shows an increased percentage 
of respondents, reaching almost half of the sample in the 2002 survey. 

To explain the differences obtained in his study, Sul:ek refers to the con
cept of shared cognitive schema of the conspiratorial or overly iníluential 
Jew.41 ln his opinion the accessibility of such cognitive schemata might have 
been different in 1992 and 2002. This plausible explanation could be tested 
in further experirnental studies, using a social cognition approach. 

Pollster effect or who is asking the question? 

One of the key sources of variability in opinion polls about ethnic issues results 
from assumptions about the et:hnic identity and political views of the interviewer 
(pollster/ experirnenter). Norbert Schwarz42 suggests examining ·the interview 
process from the perspective of pragmatics of language. Let us irnagine a con
versation between an opinion poll interviewer (e.g. educated person from a 
large city, sometimes a student) and an interviewee from a small, remote village 
in Poland. Due to the norms of politeness and hospitality, the responses in such 

40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Schwarz, N. , "Self-reports: How the questions shape the answers," American 

Psychologist 54 (1999), pp. 93-105 
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study would be biased. The respondent would do his/her best to appear as 
more liberal and open-minded than he/she really is. This problem is even more 
severe if the respondent has doubts about the interviewer's ethnicity.43 

There is a considerable amount of evidence that because of self-image con
cems and desirability norms, people do not openly express their attitudes to out
group interviewers - a phenomenon known as interviewer effect.44 ln fact, 
respondents express views at odds with their typical feelings and attitudes dur
ing the questionnaire interview. Such effects were observed not only in persona! 
interviews and questionnaires füled out in the presence of an interviewer, but also 
in telephone interviews.45 ln larger studies of racism and ethnic issues (such as 
General Social Survey, GSS) the race-of-interviewer effects were so strong that re
searchers suggest adjusting their results in potential analyses of such questions.46 

A similar phenomenon might appear in surveys of antisemitism. ln order to 
assess the interviewer's effect on declarations of antisemitism we designed an 
experimental study on a sample of 99 participants (undergraduate Sociology 
students at University of Warsaw). Students were placed in one of three dif
ferent experimental situations. ln all three situations, their task was to re-
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Figure. 6 Percentage of participants declaring agreement 
("slightly agree" and "agree") with several anrisemitic statements 

as a function of the interviewer's ethnic identity. 

43 Schuman, H. , Converse, J. , "The effects of Black and White interviewers on Black 
responses in 1968," Public Opinion Quarterly 35 0971), pp. 44-68. 

44 Davis, D. D., "The direction of race of interviewer effects among African-Americans: 
Donning the Black Mask," American Journal of Political Science 41 0997), pp. 309-323, 
Schuman, Converse, "The effects of interviewers" 

45 Cotter, P. R. , Cohen, J., Coulter, P. B. , "Race-of-interviewer effects in telephone in
terviews," Public opinion quarterly46(2) (1982), pp. 278---284 

46 Schaeffer, N.C., "Evaluating race-of-interviewer effects in a national survey," Soci
ological Methods and Research 8 (1980), pp. 400-419 
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spond to a questionnaire in the presence of a pollster who distributed ques
tionnaires and later collected them. The questionnaire included questions 
measuring several forms of antisemitism. The pollster (a fully bilingual Polish
American student) presented herself as (1) a Polish student conducting a sur
vey for her master's thesis, (2) a Polish-Jewish student conducting a survey for 
a Polish-Jewish student organization or (3) an American-Jewish student con
ducting a survey for an American Jewish institution. 

ln general, responses to questions measuring antisemitism were signifi
cantly affected by the interviewer's identity. When the interviewer declared 
her Polish ethnic identity participants declared their antisemitic prejudice 
more openly. They agreed more often with statements such as (1) "It would 
be better if all Jews left Poland," (2) "It is easy to recognize Jews just by 
their appearance," (3) "Jews have too much power in politics," "Polish Jews 
are more loyal to Israel than to Poland. "47 

The study shows that the interviewer's ethnicity significantly affects re
sponses to a questionnaire, even among a liberal sample such as sociology 
students. This suggest a significant ethnicity-of-interviewer effect in studies 
of antisemitism in Poland (and probably also in other countries). Participants 
who are aware that they are taking pa1t in a study conducted by a Jewish 
person generally declare significantly less prejudice, and it is highly possi
ble that people who believe in a "Jewish world conspiracy" might treat stud
ies conducted by an international polling agency as a Jewish endeavor. This 
could significantly bias the results of such studies. 

Is there a change? Problems with comparability 

„ln order to measure change do not change the measure," writes Tom Smith in 
his analysis of trends in antisemitism,48 underlining the most impo1tant melhod
ological aspect that has to be accounted by anyone who wants to infer about 
trends or changes in time. After performing a complex review of three large 
palis on antisemitism in the USA, Smith describes several important character
istic worth consideration. Aside from differences in tl1e wording of questions, 
there are several other characterisrics of the study that can alter the results. 

The introduction to the survey and the order of the questions might sig
nificantly influence the results. This effect can be attributed to priming ef
fects - perceived objects substántially influence the expression _of memoiy.49 

Additionally, the order of items can modify the relations among several 
questions, changing the data structure.50 

47 (1) 1(97) = 2.66, p<.01; (2) 1(96) = 2.76, p<.01; (3) 1(96)=2,22, p<.05; (4) t(95) = 2.56, p<.05 
48 Smith, "Actual u·ends," p. 388 
49 Tulving, E., Schacter, D. L., "Priming and human memory systems," Science247 0990), 

pp. 301-305 
50 Weinberger, A. H., Darkes, ]. , Del Boca, F. K., Greenbaum, P. E., Goldman, M. S., 

"Items as context: Effects of item order and ambiguity on factor structure," Basic and 
Applied Socia/ Ps_ychology 28 (2006), pp. 17-26 
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Differences in the response scale, as well as the amount and variety of ob
jects to which respondents indicate their attitudes can alter the responses 
and weaken comparison. For example, two similar OBOP and CBOS proj
ects monitoring attitudes of Poles toward different nations (including Jews) 
not only used different scales (see 2.2) but also varied in amount (from 10 to 
34) and va1iety of nations used as target objects.51 

Additionally, according to Smith, there are several technical aspects of the 
study that might limit its comparability: various characteristics of the sample 
(size, age range, type, quotas or quality), method of data collection (per
sona! or telephone interview, computer assisted vs. paper and pen), credi
bility of the data collector or study sponsor (public, commercial or scientific 
organization) and several other.52 

Summary 

Right after the 2007 parliamentary elections in Poland, there were public 
discussions concerning the large discrepancies between election polls con
ducted by different polling institutes. Two major concerns were raised by 
politicians and journalists: the credibility and possible influence of opinion 
poll results on social reality (e.g. elections results). The ongoing and in
conclusive debate has raised interest in opinion polls, but it has also raised 
questions about their trustworthiness. ln 2011, the CBOS institute conducted 
an opinion poll asking Polish people several questions concerning surveys. 
It turned out that the majority of Polish citizens (90%) thinks that such 
surveys are useful tools for understanding society, although 60% of the pop
ulation does not know whether they can trust the results of such survey. 
ln the same survey, almost half of the respondents declared that people 
would probably lie when asked about their attitudes toward Jews or Gyp
sies. Finally, 24% of respondents think that polls are conducted in order to 
control society. 

We believe that public opinion surveys can be a very useful tool to 
study antisemitism. However, in order to make reliable inferences based 
on surveys (especially single item analyses) one must take into consider
ation several technical aspects of the stúdy. Various factors - including 
the wording of the question, its grammatical form, the response format 
and range, the context (culture and norms) of the study, the pa1ticipants' 
inferences about who has conducted the survey and why - influence the 
results of such surveys. There are also other issues that were not discussed 
in this article, such as desirability norms about antisemitism in different 

51 Winiewski, M. , Bilewicz, M., "Emergence of Antisemitism in times of rapid social 
change: Survey results from Poland" in Antisemitism in an Era o/Transition: Genealogies 
and Jmpact in Post-Communisl East Central Europe, ed. F. Guesnet, G. Jones (New York: 
Berghahn Books (in press)) 

52 for detailed review see Srnith, "Actual trend5" 
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countries53 and the problem of translatability of question in cross-cultural 
studies of antisemitism.54 This is why we would like to observe that the 
analysis of mere frequencies of responses on single question is not a ro
bust base for statements about abstract construct such as antisemitism in 
all of its forms. 

There are two strategies that might be used to compensate for some of the 
above-mentioned issues. The first entails using more complex measures, 
such as scales consisting of several survey questions, for more abstract ques
tions. Responses from such scales are usually averaged for each participant 
(farming a scale with certain reliability), although the factor analysis ap
proach, as well as structural equation modeling, could provide even better 
estimates of the complex attitudes and relations among them. This analytic 
strategy can compensate for some imperfections of single questions and can 
be used to calculate properties of the scale (reliability and validity indices). 
Several examples of such an approach can be found in our recent study of 
the scapegoating model of antisemitism,55 our three-factorial model of anti
semitic beliefs56 as well as other studies on the primary and secondary anti
semitism in Germany.57 The second strategy is to change the focus of the 
scope and design of research away from the central tendency (i.e., the extent 
of antisemitic attitudes in society) towards the more complex analysis of re
lations between psychological, political, demographic (or other) variables -
potential theoretical antecedents or outcomes of antisemitic attitudes.58 This 
approach, based on analyses of group differences or correlations, could 
overcome obvious limitations of imperfect measuring methods. 

53 Imhoff, R., Banse, R. , "Ongoing victim suffering increases prejudice: The case of sec
ondary antisemitism," Psychologica/ Science 20 (2009), pp. 1443-1447; Cohen, F., Jussim, 
L., Kent D. H. , Gau tam B., "Modern antisemitism and anti-Is raeli attitudes," Journa/ of 
Personality and Social Psycho/ogy 97 (2009), pp. 290-306; Crowne, D. P. , Marlowe, D., 
"A new scale of social desirability independent of psychopathology," Journal of Consult
ing Psychology 24 ( 1960), pp. 349-35/4 

54 Behling, 0., Law, K.S., Trans/ating Questionnairesand otherresearch.instruments: 
Problems and so/utions. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications 2000) 

55 Bilewicz, M. , Krzeminski, I., "Antisemitism in Poland and Ukraine: The belief in 
Jewish control as a mechanism of scapegoating," lnternational Journal of Conflict and 
Violence4 (2010), pp. 234--243 

56 Bilewicz, M., Winiewski, M. , Kofta, M. & Wojcik, A. , "HarrnfuJ ideas. The structure 
and consequences of antisemitic beliefs in Poland," Political Psychology (in press) 

57 Irnhoff, R. , "Zwei Formen des modernen Antisemitismus? Eine Ska]a zur Messung 
primaren und sekundaren Antisemitismus," Conflict and Communication Online9 (2010), 
pp. 1- 13 

58 Bilewicz et al. , "Harmful ideas"; Bilewicz, Krzeminski, "Antisemitism in Poland and 
Ukraine" 
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